
 
5 Tips for Helping Your Child Succeed at Piano (and enjoy it too!) 

 
Here are a few simple tips that can help your child truly love music and feel inspired and motivated to practice on their own. 
 
1) Be Consistent  
 Set aside a time in the day that is "music time" and do everything you can to make it the same time each day. Find a time that works for your family's 
schedule (before dinner, after dinner, in the morning before leaving for school, etc.) and try to stick to it. Students respond best to challenging activities 
when they know what to expect and when to expect them - it helps them transition into the activity more easily because it is part of their daily routine, just 
like brushing their teeth or doing their homework. 
 
2) Encourage Exploring  
A huge part of developing a musician's ear is time spent at the piano just "messing around" - what may sound like goofing off often leads to a child 
learning a song by ear or songwriting! Both are very important skills that help raise their musical confidence and their love for music, which will in turn 
motivate them to play more and practice more. Allow the student to spend part of their practice time with unstructured creative play, balanced with their 
weekly assignments from their one-on-one lesson. At MMS, we encourage you to reward your child for practicing their lesson assignment by letting them 
choose a song on their own that they would like to play. Amazon has lots of easy piano, or "big note" songbooks available with music from Star Wars, 
Minecraft, Adele, Taylor Swift, Disney and lots more. 
 
3) Cultivate Interest  
Yes, sitting down in front of the keys is key (pun intended), but perhaps something equally important is developing a child's personal interest in music - 
allowing their musical tastes and preferences to develop and grow. Help to encourage your child's love for music by attending concerts - many free 
music performances happen in our wonderful city (and most cities) on a weekly basis and are great events for the whole family!  
 
Here are just a few ideas: 
During the summertime the Stern Grove festival is a great place to see amazing free performances: 
http://www.sterngrove.org/ 
Also, SF Weekly regularly updates their concert concert calendar and includes many free shows: 
http://m.sfweekly.com/sanfrancisco/EventSearch?narrowByDate=today&eventSection=2205482  
The San Francisco Opera performs yearly in the Golden Gate Park for free: 
https://goldengatepark.com/san-francisco-opera.html 
 
You may also enjoy listening to new types of music in the car, or watch live performances of musicians on YouTube, drawing attention to the instruments 
being performed on stage. Music is such an enormous part of our society that, at first, children may not even be aware of how live performances work. 
Music just appears magically, right? Not quite! Showing your child music from a new perspective (the performer's perspective) may help them to realize 
that it is not just for listening, but for doing, and this will inspire them to be more proactive with their practice. 
 
4) Pacing is Key  
It is tough, even for adults, to sit down and play the same song for 30 minutes straight, especially when it is a particularly challenging song. Avoid 
frustration by switching between songs/exercises every 10 minutes or so, knowing that when it’s time to switch, the songs may still need some work - it's 
ok! We can come back and try some more later. That's why we recommend five whole days of practice - the first few days often require laying some 
simple ground work and it may not be until day 3 or 4 that things start coming together. Stick with it and remember - slow and steady! 
 
5) Parent Support Is Key 
We know - parents. are. busy! It’s not realistic to ask parents to sit with students during all their practice sessions. The ultimate goal is that your student 
will be self sufficient to practice on their own. However, establishing a practice routine needs time before it feels consistent and natural. It will likely 
require a few months of steady encouragement from parents before a student recognizes that practice is a part of their daily schedule that they can 
handle completely on their own. Ideally, parents will sit with their young students during their initial practice sessions. Try sitting with them for 2-3 
practices a week during the first month. During their solo practice sessions, be nearby and listen in frequently.  Afterward check in with them to see how 
they feel the session went, what they accomplished, what was hard, what successes they found, and most importantly what was fun. Have them play for 
you what they worked on, in all stages from just beginning a song/exercise to having it completely mastered. This will help the student to feel supported 
in their practice but also empowered that they can do it on their own.  Keep up the positive support until your child feels confident to practice on their 
own. And we promise, it will happen. But at first, they will need and crave your support! 
 

And don’t forget, music time is family time. Find a way to make it fun for everyone. There is nothing more special than sharing music with 
those you love the most. 

 
These practice ideas shared with you by Lizzie Clapper. A good motto for practice in general and one that I often say to my students on practice:  

"Don't stop when you get it right, stop when you can't get it wrong" 
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